FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
wage-less community in which all would be equally workers
and landlords, employers and employed, with a single system
of education for all.1 Cabetian society might have been perfect,
but it would have certainly been very uniform and very dull.
Pierre Leroux 2 was almost more of a philosopher than of a
student of politics. He was one of the chief representatives of
the fantastic spiritualism so prevalent in that period, fond of
speaking of capital-lettered virtues such as Perfectibility and
Solidarity with little precise idea of their practical expression.
He should not on that account be passed unnoticed; apart
from his work as editor of the Saint-Simonist Globe^ he was an
acute critic of the economic system of his day, and put forward
one of the earliest forms of the labour theory of value, pointing
out that, paradoxically enough, " alone the workers were rich,
for they produced all things and were therefore the only
people able to make gifts and keep others in idleness." 3 In
common with other Socialists he criticized the "Plutocracy "
of his day—i.e. the close co-operation of Monarchy and
Bourgeoisie against the Third Estate for the due subordination
of politics to economics so as to secure the present distribution of
wealth, this being called Conservatism. " If this be to continue,
I ask the nation to substitute for the worship of the Proletarian
Jesus that of God Plutus."4
Leroux joined Fourier in his refusal of all violence, and
he repudiated as false Socialists those who would resort to
revolutionary methods of any kind. His main influence was
more towards social reform than towards Socialism proper,5 one
of its channels being the social novels of George Sand, who was
1 He believed the French Government should set aside one hundred millions
yearly for the spread of knowledge.
- Pierre Leroux (1797-1871): printer; founded Le GMe, 1824; member
of National and Legislative assemblies, 1848-1849; in exile, 1851-1869,
Chief works: be rfigalite (1838), De FHnmamtf (1840), and many articles
in UEncycloptdie nonvelle (1841) and La Revue Indtpendante (1841-1846).
3	Revue socials, 1847, p. 152.
4	Quoted by Raillard, Fie de Pietre Leroux^ p. 185,
5	Michel considers French Socialism to be the offspring of Leroux and
Proudhon,  but he scarcely seems to give adequate substantiation of his
statement,
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